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Abstract
Having a fixed amount of money input always gives us security.
Unfortunately many times the way we get that security is becoming employees of
a company, which binds us to schedules, subjects us to bosses and overwhelms us
with routines.
Another way to get those profits without tie us to a workday is taking income
from our property, whether leased property or interests of a money put into a
bank. We all know that banks always win and the interest they provide to those
who lend their money is scarce, at the mercy of their decisions, closures,
bankruptcies, retention money, inflation, devaluation, etc.
As this model of money is already becoming obsolete, people are investing in
virtual money where there are no banks and where you can win or lose money
depending on the wisdom or luck. Profix, conforming to this paradigm shift, grant
an interest to holders of its token, which exceed 10 times awarded by a physical
bank.
We will make the investments taking advantage of the current economic
times to give you a monthly income Tronix (TRX) to each buyer Profix. But unlike
real banks whose rate is 2.5% per year, we will grant up to 2.5% monthly, ie if $
10,000 is deposited in a bank in USA and removed within a year will win $ 250, but
if you buy profix win up to $ 3000.
Given the great advantages of our token, we hope that the price will also rise
because of demand, so the first buyers also get the benefit that the value of the
currency grew and if you ever need to sell, have obtained greater profit yet.
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1. The dream of income

How many times we have gone to work and see some of our neighbors
with sportswear or see in publications in social networks our friends traveling
the world while we are in an office day after day of our lives.
How they do? They did not work? Some will be lucky and will work with a
lot of vacation or work from home and others live their property (earned or
inherited): leased property or money in the bank. Not to mention that going
on holiday in low season is cheaper, there are fewer people thronging airports
and attractions, and travel can buy items at affordable prices and some
nonexistent in our latitudes.
Could we do without working for someone else and once gathered the
money for a great trip, give up to do so. But without money we would return
again, starting the wheel again. Nor would it be feasible in this process
addressing long-term projects such as buying a home, pay rent or maintain a
family.
As we have noted, many are presented with this problem and that is why
we, based on the old axiom that an idea must be a solution to the
disadvantage of many, decided to create a token that grants an income much
higher than that can offer a bank so that many can fulfill his dream of having
money and time to enjoy it.
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2. The outdated model of physical money

Throughout history we have seen changes in financial models, from
barter species, through the precious metals to today where we exchanged
papers having a value for a backup that is alien to us and is in the hands of
banks .
They are the ones who manage the destinies of the major economies are
in trouble and when, countries and agencies choose to save them and not
their clients, as we have recently seen in Europe.
Banks have our money and can provide (by law) to 9 times the capital
that count. This means that if granted loans with an interest of 5% per annum,
they actually earn 45% and give as customer rate on a fixed term only 2.5%.
they get almost 20 times more profit with our money.
Often banks are closed, bankrupt, or withhold the money until a
devaluation made our savings lose their value. If today we were all together
to withdraw our money from the bank we could not do it because despite
earning fortunes do not give back to those situations.
The world kept turning and the appearance of Bitcoin people have
started investing in this new form of money, not only as an investment, but to
keep it safe from thieves or as a form of savings. The world of criptomonedas
grew exponentially and beyond increases or decreases of its greatest
exponents, the volume of money involved in them grows daily.
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3. New Paradigm: Profix

Faced with this situation we begin to think like revolutionize this model
to adapt to the times and give people a really significant income. We wanted
them to have a fixed monthly income to escape the traditional system and the
combination of these two concepts, profit and fixed, born Profix.
Our token give a monthly income according to the amount of Profix to
count on the wallet, this income will be deposited in Tronix (TRX).

3.1 Difference profit
A few months ago the US president was very upset with one of its
officials because it had raised interest rates by 0.25% annually, amounting to
2.5% annually. This means that if you invested $ 10,000 after one year you
win $ 250
As we have before, banks (which are the rulers) are left with much of our
profit, so in Profix annual profit is up to 30%, meaning you earn in a month
what a US bank pays in one year.
Below we show graphs illustrating the difference between what banks
pay the rent and what you pay Profix:
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Month
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cumulative
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Month
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Balance

Cumulative
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January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January

20.83
20.88
20.92
20.96
21.01
21.05
21.10
21.14
21.18
21.23
21.27
21.32
21.36

10000
10020.83
10041.71
10062.63
10083.59
10104.60
10125.65
10146.75
10167.89
10189.07
10210.30
10231.57
10252.88

0
20.83
41.71
62.63
83.59
104.60
125.65
146.75
167.89
189.07
210.30
231.57
252.88

250,00
256.25
262.66
269.22
275.95
282.85
289.92
297.17
304.60
312.22
320.02
328.02
336.22

10000
10250.00
10506.25
10768.91
11038.13
11314.08
11596.93
11886.86
12184.03
12488.63
12800.85
13120.87
13448.89

0
250,00
506,25
768.91
1,038.13
1,314.08
1,596.93
1,886.86
2,184.03
2,488.63
2,800.85
3,120.87
3,448.89

Here we see that with an original investment of $ 10,000 monthly profit
and reinvesting get with a bank 252.88 and with Profix up to: $ 3448.89 $ is
almost 15 times more !! Having money in a bank is to provide the gain to
another.

3.2 Making Money with Profix
We have already seen that Profix is a far superior option to a bank and a
fruitful investment to start making money, you should only buy the token on
our website (http://www.profixtoken.com) Or the Exchange that which will
soon be available, which will be duly updated on the aforementioned site
information.
Come the 15th of the month our system will calculate the average price
of token during the last month, except for outliers (exaggerated upper and
lower peaks) and deposit the TRX corresponding value for each user. Example;
if the average value is 2 Trx and the user has 100000 Profix, then that month
the user will receive up to 5000 Trx.
No partial calculations are made, only the customer will be paid that day
15 in possession of the tokens regardless of whether bought 3 months or 3
days ago.
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3.3 Safe Investments
Pay a return almost 15 times higher than that of a bank must have a good
backup and that is why we have a variety of investments to guarantee it.

PROFIX'S INVESTMENTS

Fixed term: our headquarters is in Argentina and due to current
economic conditions (high interest rate) is a good investment to have fixed
terms of monthly renewal. Argentina leads the world rankings interest rate
with a value greater than 40% annually, followed by Turkey with more than
20%. To give other examples USA has 2.5%, Japan 2% and Mexico 7.5%. In the
case of Argentina this percentage must deduct the devaluation of its currency.
online loans:Given this particular situation in Argentina, online loans are
very profitable, a user wants to take a loan of 100,000 and uses a site where
users provide credit money and then receive their share of the appropriate
fee for a big profit. Contracts to be doing several years at a fixed rate risk is
less than other options.
Dollars: Due to the fluctuation of the local currency Argentina and also
the cryptocurrencies, will safeguard the investment of dollars to alleviate
possible devaluations or market slumps virtual currencies
Trons: Similar to the case of dollars of the money will also invest in virtual
currency which is based on our token and grows daily among cryptocurrencies
climbing positions.
Altcoins: It is perhaps the most "risky" part of the investment, emerging
currencies will be chosen for profit with their price hikes, some holding them
until their value rises and other buying and selling in a short time.
Expenses: Here operating expenses, commissions, salaries, fees, services,
overhead, advertising and other expenses that the project entails have
included running.
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These are the initial investments which may be changing according as
global economic markets move. It is considering investing in gold, shares of
the stock exchanges, investment funds, property projects and others.

3.4 Increasing Value
The high profitability of Profix will make it a highly prized token, since it
has obtained profits thanks to him, and how it is based on its value, its price
rising anger as more people want to invest in this project.
That's why it's a double inversion be among the first purchasers of Profix,
not only receive monthly gain, but also will benefit from the rise in price when
wanting to sell the token, which is equivalent to withdrawal of money
physique of a fixed term of a bank.
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4. Our Token
We have chosen to make our project by a token because it meets the
slogans that we have proposed to start it, it is a virtual currency allows us to
market and provide compensation for it and is also based on a free
technology.

4.1 Its technology
Profix is performed under Tron technology, which is decentralized and
free. Currently a lot of information from users and Internet traffic is
concentrated in a few corporations such as Google, Facebook and Amazon.
Tron attempts to mitigate this control giving ownership of the information
returned to their creators.

Its release 4.2
It will begin its sale in February 2019 through the website Profix
(http://www.profixtoken.com) With its price of $ 0.10, the first payment is
estimated to be made on April 15, 2019, depending on what has been
collected to invest.
In this first stage will be selling 250 million tokens Profix, resulting in a
total of $ 25 million, which is an amount in line with our current investment
structures. With this amount of token sold, our total monthly payment
amount to $ 625,000 per month plus fees and charges for currency
conversion.
In the second stage 250 million more tokens are released, giving a total
of 500 million.
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4.3 Distribution

The main sales channel will be the project website, but then you can buy
Profix at different Exchanges.
It is currently in talks with several Exchanges for distribution and also to
prepare the operation of the monthly payments you receive buyers.
It is estimated that by March 2019 and may be exchanged in Crytrex by
CRYT Profix, TRX and BTC.
As the distribution is higher, so will the complexity of the calculation
because the price difference between the different points of trade exchanges
also added with different virtual coins having to add new wallets and make
the corresponding changes to unify investments.
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5. Conclusion

Profix is a safe investment in cryptocurrencies, provides a stable monthly
income much higher than the banks, and is a current way to protect the
money and get a great benefit for it.
It also provides a great opportunity to multiply the money invested by
the rise in price due to the large amount of demand that will have to be
disclosed.
The greater number of people to invest, the higher its price thanks to the
law of supply and demand. So, contrary to what happens when a large
investment is obtained, which is kept secret not to split profits among more in
this case each buyer will be an active promoter of this token with the support
of monthly money received for your purchase.
Money can be invested in a bank and receive a paltry monthly fee while
another usufruct that money, or may be invested in Profix and multiply by 15
the gain.
We recommend buying Profix as possible, because buyers do not want to
sell to collect the monthly rent, so there will be many who want to buy small
quantities for sale.
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